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without any contract violations. Unfortunately, ensuring
that contracts have no observable effects is a difficult task.
Therefore the designers of software contracts simply ignore
the problem and have programmers formulate contracts in
the full-fledged programming language.
To improve our understanding of this problem, we developed an operational model of a functional programming
language with contracts, λC ON [9]. That model specifies the
meaning of the language and the meaning of contracts. In
particular, it shows how to blame a specific program component for a contract violation.
In this paper we present the results of investigating this
setting from a denotational perspective. Specifically, we develop a denotational model of contracts using SPCF and
the category of observably sequential functions [3, 4]. We
chose SPCF because it has a purely functional (“standard”)
model that is fully abstract and yet includes errors, exceptions, and a modicum of exception handling. It is thus possible to study contracts in a minimally realistic setting with
pleasant mathematical properties.
The goal of this effort is to characterize contracts mathematically and to use this characterization to improve contract systems. We start from the conjecture that software
contracts are projections and then ask whether all syntactic contracts denote projections and whether our contract
syntax expresses all projections. The answers—though not
surprising in retrospect—have already improved the implementation of our contract system [10].
The paper’s organization follows this introduction. The
next section informally explains contracts and why we use
projections to model them. Then we recall the Cartesianclosed category of manifestly sequential functions and introduce SPCF, its syntax, types, and semantics. Based on
this prelude, we formally introduce projections as contracts,
answer the above questions, and discuss the implications for
our implementation of contracts.

Software contracts help programmers enforce program
properties that the language’s type system cannot express.
Unlike types, contracts are (usually) enforced at run-time.
When a contract fails, the contract system signals an error.
Beyond such errors, contracts should have no other observable (functional) effect on the program’s results. In most
implementations, however, the language of contracts is the
full-fledged programming language, which means that programmers may (intentionally or unintentionally) introduce
visible effects into their contracts.
Here we present the results of investigating the nature of
contracts from a denotational perspective. Specifically, we
use SPCF and the category of observably sequential functions to show that contracts are best understood as projections. Thus far, the investigation has produced a significantly faster contract implementation and the insight that
our contract language cannot express all projections, which
in turn has produced a new contract combinator.
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Modeling Contracts

Many programming languages support dynamically enforced software contracts [1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28]. With software contracts, programmers can state program invariants that the type system
cannot express. Unlike types, however, contracts are not
verified at compile time but monitored at run-time.1 When
the contract monitor discovers that a contract does not hold
for a particular function argument or result, it signals an error. Thus, contracts impose an overhead on the execution of
programs, and contract system designers therefore provide
a mechanism to disable contract monitoring.
The nature of contract systems suggests that contracts
should not affect the functional behavior of programs. Otherwise, running a program without contracts may produce
different results than running programs with contracts, even
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Contracts as Projections

A contract in an imperative programming language consists of a pair of assertions for a procedure, i.e., a precondition on the arguments of the procedure and the state

1 Extended

static checking [7] and soft typing [5] are efforts to validate
contracts statically and to generate code to check those parts of the contract
that cannot be verified.
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contract c is a function that satisfies these two equations:
c◦c=c
c v 1e .
The e superscript on the identity function suggests that it
may return an error instead of a proper value. In short, we
conjecture that contracts are (error) projections.
Informally, this conjecture holds when we move from
flat values, e.g., doubles, to functions. In a functional language with contracts, we may define sqrt as follows:

of the world at call-time and a post condition on the result
of the function and the state at the time of the return. For
example, here is a contract for a function that computes the
square root of a real number (with C-like syntax):
// @pre: (i >= 0.0)
// @post: (@result - i * i <= 0.001)
double sqrt(double i) { ... }

A naive contract system may translate this kind of contract
into a pair of assertions in the procedure’s body:

(define (sqrt i ) (double[positive] →double[positive]) · · ·)

double sqrt(double i) {
double r;
assert("blame sqrt’s caller", i >= 0.0);
r = true_sqrt_function(i);
assert("blame sqrt", r - i * i <= 0.001);
return r;
}

Pre- and post-conditions translate into “filter” functions
for a functional language (with Scheme-like syntax):
(define (sqrt i ) (double →double)
(range "blame sqrt" (λ(r) (≤ (abs (− i (∗ r r))) .001))
(true-sqrt-function
(positive "blame sqrt’s caller" i ))))
A filter function checks that its argument is in some subset and, if so, returns it. Otherwise it raises an error. The
positive filter, for example, is defined as

As already seen, the contracts on the domain and range of
this function become filters (or coercions) on doubles. In
general, a contract for functions has the shape
(domain-contract → range-contract)
and, when applied to a function f , produces
(λ(x) (range-contract (f (domain-contract x))))
Similarly, when we deal with objects and callbacks on objects2 the contract system distributes filters into the object’s
methods, and the distributed filters observe contract failures
for ground types. In short, Scott’s equations for types as
retracts apply to our treatment of contracts and suggest that
the conjecture is a fruitful starting point for our exploration.
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SEQ: Manifestly Sequential Functions

Formulating the semantics of a programming language
based on the simply-typed λ-calculus requires a Cartesianclosed category (CCC). For a language like PCF that inIn object-oriented languages, a programmer adds concludes primitives and recursion, we actually need a cpotracts to (the equivalent of Java) interfaces:
enriched CCC. Equipped with such a CCC, we can interpret
type judgments of the language as arrows in the category.
interface IQueue {
boolean empty();
In this section, we review the basic building blocks of
// @post: (!this.empty())
SEQ, the Cartesian-closed category of manifestly sequenvoid enq(double i);
tial functions, and Seq an isomorphic category where func// @pre: (!this.empty())
tions are uniquely represented as trees. We focus on the
double deq();
four essential elements in the construction of the category:
}
the underlying mechanism for generating domain elements
as trees; the construction of the exponent, i.e., the function
Class definitions can specify that they implement IQueue:
trees; the application of functions to arguments; and the
class Queue implements IQueue { ... }
generation of a manifestly sequential domain. Our goal is
class FastQueue implements IQueue { ... }
merely to recall the relevant aspects of observably sequenclass RemoteQueue implements IQueue { ... }
tial domains [3].
We represent trees as sets of paths. Each path describes
This simply means that the assertions for IQueue are imhow the function would interact with a particular context.
posed on the methods in each class.
They are generated from atomic pieces: addresses and data.
From a foundational perspective, the examples suggest
Consistency requirements govern the paths so that each
three things: (1) contracts are functions, (2) contracts are
function maps to a unique tree, and each tree has a unique
idempotent on good values, and (3) they may raise errors.
interpretation as a function.
Readers with some basic acquaintance in denotational semantics recognize these conditions as (roughly) Scott’s [29]
2 An object A that receives another object B and calls one of B’s method
“types as retracts” idea. Indeed, contracts are not just reemploys (the widely used) callback mechanism. This is the OO equivalent
tracts but projections—a special retract, which means that a
of higher-order functions in functional languages.
(define (positive msg candidate) (string double →double)
(if (≥ candidate 0.0) candidate (error msg)))
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Definition 1 (Sequential Data Structure) A sequential
data structure (sds) S is a 3-tuple (A, D, P ) consisting of
three countable sets: a set A of addresses; a set D of data;
and a prefix-closed set P of non-empty paths that alternate
in A and D, starting with an element of A. Notation: Paths
are written as addresses and data separated by periods.
A query is a path that ends in an address and a response
is a path that ends in a datum. The set of queries for an sds
S is written QueS and the set of responses for S is written
ResS .

the exploration is sequential and therefore corresponds to a
linear sequence of queries and responses.
Definition 3 (Path Sequence) A path sequence s over an
sds S is an alternating sequence of queries (QueS ) and responses (ResS ) such that:
1. the path does not duplicate elements in QueS or ResS ;
2. s0 ∈ A (that is, s0 has length 1); and
3. for all i ≥ 1 such that 2i + 1 ≤ |s|, there exists d ∈ D
such that s(2i+1) = s(2i) · d;

Each address in an sds corresponds to a unique aspect
of the class of values that the sds represents. Each datum
corresponds to the instantiation of an aspect for a particular
value. For example, the sds for the natural numbers, N, has
one address: ?, since there is only one interesting aspect of
a number: its value. Accordingly, N is the set used for data
in N and its paths are {?, ?.n|n ∈ N}. The only query for
N is ?. Each path of the shape ?.n is a response.

4. for all i ≥ 1 such that 2i ≤ |s| there exists an j such
that 2j+1 < 2i and s(2i) = s(2j+1) ·a for some a ∈ A.
||s|| denotes the finite tree of responses in a path sequence.
The conditions guarantee that each path sequence starts
with an initial query; that each response immediately follows its corresponding query; and that any query in the sequence has all of its shorter queries in the sequence first.

Definition 2 (Manifestly Sequential Domain) Let S be
an sds and let E = {e1 , e2 , ...} be a countable set of errors,
disjoint from the data in S, with one distinguished element
ce, called a contract error.
An observable response r is an element of

Definition 4 (Exponent sds) Let S1 = (A1 , D1 , P1 )
and S2 = (A2 , D2 , P2 ) be sds’s. Let Res1 = ResS1 ,
Que1 = QueS1 , and S1 be the set of path sequences over
S1 . The exponent sds S1 ⇒ S2 is (A, D, P ) where

def

ResES = ResS ∪ {q.e|q ∈ QueS , e ∈ E}.

A = Res1 ] A2
D = Que1 ] D2
P = {p ∈ (A, D)∗ |
p0 = ha, 2i
π1⇒ (p) ∈ S1 ,
π2⇒ (p) ∈ P2 or π2⇒ (p) = ,
if p(i+1) = ha, 2i, then pi = hd, 2i,
if p(i+1) = hr, 1i, then pi = hq, 1i,
where a ∈ A2 , d ∈ D2 , r ∈ Res1 , q ∈ Que1 } .

An element t ∈ D(S) (the domain associated with the
sds S) is a set of observable responses that is closed under
the prefix ordering and under greatest lower bounds:
• if r ∈ t and r0 is a subpath of r, then that r0 ∈ t, and
• if r, r0 ∈ t than the greatest lower bound path of r and
r0 is in ResES (and, by prefix closure, is also in t).

The functions π1⇒ : P −→ (Que1 ∪Res1 )∗ and π2⇒ : P −→
(A2 ∪ D2 )∗ project a path to path sequences and paths,
respectively. The extensions of these functions to paths in
domain elements propagate errors. Notation: We use h·, 1i
and h·, 2i to inject objects into the disjoint unions of A and
D in an exponent sds.

The set of elements of D(S) is ordered by set inclusion. The
domain element PC(p) is the one generated by prefix closure of the path p.
A function from D(S1 ) to D(S2 ) gradually explores the
paths in its argument. The exploration proceeds as an exchange between the function and the argument. The function issues a query asking to know the next link on a path.
The argument sends back a response, extending the query
with one piece of data. This response may let the function
determine its own output or, if the argument itself is a function, it may request information about its input. It may also
be an error response; if so, the the error must be propogated.
Consider a function on N. It simply asks for the datum
at the single address. Once it knows that number, it knows
everything about its input. For N −→ N, the story is different. The input is now a tree with many paths, which means
that the function can explore more than a single path. Indeed, it generally explores a finite portion of the tree. Still,

Consider h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.3, 1i.h4, 2i, a path in N ⇒ N.
The initial element in the path is always an announcement
that the function is about to produce some output. The second link asks for the function’s input. The third one indicates that this path describes what happens when the input
is 3; a function that contains this path returns 4 in this case.
To generalize this path to a tree that represents the add1
function, we write {h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n, 1i.hn + 1, 2i|n ∈ N}.
Each path returns a number that is one larger than the input.
Functions that do not consider their input have shorter
paths. For example, {h?, 2i.h3, 2i} is the tree that represents
the constant function that returns 3.
3

Functions on natural numbers do not exploit the full generality of the exponent construction. After all, there is only
a single aspect of the context that it can explore, namely the
value of its input. Functions that accept functions on natural
numbers, however, do need the ability to explore multiple
different paths in their inputs before producing any output.
Consider this path in (N ⇒ N) ⇒ N:
h?, 2i .
.
.
.
.
.
.

hh?, 2i, 1i
hh?, 2i.h?, 1i, 1i
hh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.3, 1i, 1i
hh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.3, 1i.h4, 2i, 1i
hh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.4, 1i, 1i
hh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.4, 1i.h6, 2i, 1i
h10, 2i

<?,2>

<<?,2>,1>

<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.3,1>,1>

<k+k,2>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.3,1>.<?.i,2>,1>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.i,1>,1>

The first link is again an announcement that the function
will produce a result. The second one asks the function’s
argument for its result. On this path, the argument function
then responds by asking, in turn, for its input. This path uses
3 and then shows what happens when the argument function
returns 4. Put differently, this part of the path (up to step (5))
shows how the above path in add1 is used in a function that
consumes functions from N to N—it is just embedded in
h·, 1i. The two steps (7) and (8) show the function asking
its argument what it returns for the input 4 and then being
told that the result of that call is 6. Then the function returns
10 in the final step. In short, any function that contains this
path produces 10 when passed a function f such that f (3)=4
and f (4)=6 .
Each domain element is a set of responses that correspond to the answers for some set of queries (the answered
queries). In addition, there are a set of queries for which the
domain element diverges (the open queries).

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.i,1>.<?.j,2>,1>

<i+j,2>

Figure 1. λf : o →o. (f 3) + (f (f 3)) in D((N ⇒
N) ⇒ N)

The formal definition of function application just expresses our informal descriptions in the language of paths
and domain elements. A function explores the input tree
with a sequence of queries and, after collecting enough information, outputs data. The second clause ensures that the
function propagates errors from its input if an exploration
of the input touches an error. Analogously, if the function
contains a path ending in an error, it outputs the error.
Figure 1 introduces a technique for concisely drawing a
function tree. The variables i, j, and k in the tree range over
N; their use is analogous to set comprehension. The first
occurrence (from the root of the tree) specifies a family of
paths. For example, i appears as the result of the argument
function when applied to 3. Accordingly, the third edge in
the left-most path of the tree represents an infinite branch
point in the tree, with one path for each natural number.
Subsequent uses of the variable refer to the value on that
particular path. For example, the final node represents an
infinite number of nodes from the earlier infinite branchings; i + j is the result for each instance.

Definition 5 (Open, Answered Queries) For an sds S =
(A, D, P ), and x ∈ D(S), a query q ∈ QueS is:
• answered (q ∈ Answered(x)) if q v r for some r ∈ x.
• open (q ∈ Open(x)) if q 6∈ Answered(x) and q = r.a
for some r ∈ x and a ∈ A.
For example, all of the non-strict functions in D(N ⇒ N)
that return a result have empty open sets. In contrast, sub1,
which is {h?, 2i.h?, 1i, h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n + 1, 1i.hn, 2i|n ∈
N}, has a non-empty open set, {h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.0, 1i}.
Definition 6 (Application) Let S1 ⇒ S2 be the exponent
sds of S1 and S2 . The application of a tree t ∈ D(S1 ⇒ S2 )
to some tree x ∈ D(S1 ), written as t ? x, is defined as:
t?x =

<<?,2>.<k,2>,1>

{π2⇒ (p) | ||π1⇒ (p)|| v x, p ∈ t}
∪ {π2⇒ (p).e | ||π1⇒ (p)|| ∪ {q.e} v x, p.hq, 1i ∈ t}
∪ {π2⇒ (p).e | ||π1⇒ (p)|| v x, p.e ∈ t}.

4

SPCF

PCF [24, 27] extends the simply-typed λ-calculus
with natural numbers, numeric primitives, and recursion.
SPCF [3] extends PCF with errors and exceptions.

where ||π1⇒ (p)|| is the domain element that corresponds to
the information collected along the path p.
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Type and Term Syntax

tn
t1
` c : t] = [c] ◦ 11×Seq ×...×Seq
t
n
[xn , ..., xi , ..., x1 ` xi : t] = πi
t
0
t
0
[Γ ` λx . M : t ] = Λ([Γ, x ` M : t ])
xt is not in Γ
0
0
[Γ ` (M1 M2 ) : t ] = App ◦ h[Γ ` M1 : t → t ], [Γ ` M2 : t]i

[Γ

t = t →t | o
M = c | x | (λx : t . M ) | (M M ) | (f M )
c = n | ce | e1 | e2 | · · ·
f = add1 | sub1 | if0 | Y | catch
n = 0 | 1 | ···

[M ]

is short for [A ` M : t] ? ⊥

Typing Rules

<?,2>

Γ + { x : t1 } ` e : t 2
Γ ` λx : t1 . e : t1 →t2

Γ ` e1 : t1 →t2
Γ ` e2 : t1
Γ ` (e1 e2 ) : t2

catcho→o =

<<?,2>,1>

<<?,2>.<n,2>,1>

Γ + {x : t} ` x : t

Γ`n : o
Γ`M : o
Γ ` add1 M : o

Γ ` M : t →t
Γ`YM : t

Γ ` λx.M : t
Γ ` catcht (λx.M ) : o

<n+1,2>

Γ`M : o
Γ ` (if0 M ) : o →o →o
Γ`M : o
Γ ` sub1 M : o

<0,2>

Figure 3. SPCF’s mathematical meaning

Γ`e: o

4.2

Figure 2. SPCF

4.1

<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>

Mathematical Meaning

The denotational semantics of SPCF maps a type judgment such as

Syntax and Types

{xtnn , . . . , xt11 } ` M : t

Figure 2 specifies SPCF’s syntax and type system. The
upper half are grammars that specify the raw term and type
language. The lower half is dedicated to the typing rules.
The type language of SPCF is that of the simply typed λcalculus over the natural numbers. Types are either o (natural numbers) or function types built from simpler types.
The PCF term language is basically that of the λ-calculus augmented with add1 for incrementing natural numbers,
sub1 for decrementing positive numbers, if0 for branching
on natural numbers, and Y for creating recursive functions.
SPCF’s errors are distinct constants of ground type. Errors stop the evaluation of a program immediately, without
recourse. With errors, programmers can observe the sequential evaluation behavior of a program. With catch, a
program can determine (and exploit) the same sequentiality
information. For example, by applying catch to a function f
such as (λi : o. if0 i 0 (sub1 i )) we can determine that f is
strict in its argument and that therefore (f (Y λx.x)) would
diverge and (f e) would signal the error e.
The typing rules are the usual ones for the simply typed
λ-calculus, plus some rules for the functional constants.
The rules use type environments (Γ) and rely on the fact
that each variable is superscripted with its type. The most
interesting rule is the one for catch. It shows that catch
consumes a function of any type and always produces a o.
Later, we omit the types when they can be reconstructed
from the context (with unconstrained types treated as o).

to an arrow
1 × Seq tn × . . . × Seq t1 −→ Seq t
in Seq. The product on the left represents the shape of the
environment in which the term must be evaluated; the object
on the right is the interpretation of the term’s type.
Figure 3 inductively defines the mapping from type judgments to arrows. The first clause assumes that there is independent definition for the meaning of constants of type
t as arrows in 1 −→ Seq t . For example, the meaning of
catcho→o is shown in figure 3. For Y, we assume the usual
limit construction.

4.3

Full Abstraction & Representability

The mathematical semantics is fully abstract [4]. Put differently, for any term M , its tree denotation is a complete
representation of how it interacts with all possible contexts
in SPCF that turn M into a complete program. As a consequence, M is indistinguishable in SPCF from N iff the two
denote equal trees.
Finally, every infinite computable tree in SPCF has a
term representation [14]. We can thus easily move back and
forth between semantics and syntax, as long as we respect
computability. We make use of this fact in the next section
5

where we first explore the candidates for software contracts
in Seq and then their relationship to our syntactic contract
system.
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Definition 9 (Erase) Erase(M ) is like M with all occurrences of (contract M1 M2 ) replaced with M2 .
Theorem 1 (Contract soundness) For any program M
such that the denotation of each first argument to contract
is an error projection, [M ] vce [Erase(M )].

Contracts as Projections

Equipped with the syntax and semantics of SPCF, we
can now study the nature of contracts: what they should
be and what they are. We begin this exploration by formulating contracts as mathematical abstractions. Then we
analyze each element of our original contract system in this
semantic setting, providing a geometric intuition into contracts and then error projections.

Now we can ask how to discharge the antecedent of this
theorem, that is, how to construct syntactic contracts so that
they always denote semantic contracts. While we had hoped
that our original contracts [9] already satisfied that property,
in retrospect is is not surprising that they do not.

5.1

In λC ON , flat contracts were represented as predicates.
Here, we use the FLAT combinator to map predicates to contracts that explore their input with the predicate:

5.3

Error Projections

Our first task is to translate the informal discussion of
section 2 into formal definitions. Recall that a contract restricts a value or a function’s behavior by inserting contract
errors. To define this notion of projection, we first define
the concept of error approximation.

Definition 10 (FLAT)
: D((C t1 ⇒ · · · C tn ) ⇒ N) −→
D(C t1 ⇒ · · · C tn ) −→ D(C t1 ⇒ · · · C tn )
FLAT f (x) = x
if f ? x = {?.n + 1}
{h?i.ce} if f ? x = {?.0}
{h?i.e}
if f ? x = {?.e}
{}
if f ? x = {}

FLAT

Definition 7 (Error Approximation) Let r, r0 be two responses from an sds S and let e be an error in E. We say
r ve r0 iff
• r = r0 ; or
• r = q.e for some q ∈ QueS such that q v r0 ; or
• r = r0 .a.e for some address a from S.

where h?i is the initial query in D(S).
Lemma 2 FLAT = [λf : t1 →· · ·(tn →o). λx. λy1 . · · ·λyn .
if0 (f x) ce (x y1 · · ·yn )].

If x, x0 ∈ D(S) and e ∈ E, then x ve x0 iff
• for all r ∈ x, there exists an r0 ∈ x0 s.t. r ve r0 , and
• for all r0 ∈ x0 , there exists an r ∈ x s.t. r ve r0

Unfortunately, definition 10 also immediately shows that
cannot produce error projections from all functions in
D(N) → D(N). The last two clauses in the definition indicate that even a predicate on the natural numbers can have
two effects: divergence and errors. Accordingly, we must
restrict FLAT’s arguments if we wish to construct projections.
FLAT

Definition 8 (Error Projection) Let ce be the special contract error. A function p : D(S) −→ D(S) is an error
projection (written p ∈ proj(D(S))), if and only if: (1) p
is a manifestly sequential function, (2) p = p ◦ p, and (3)
p(x) vce x, for all x ∈ D(S).
From now on, we refer to error projections as (semantic)
contracts.

5.2

Flat Contracts for Flat Values

Proposition 3 For any f : D(N) → D(N) such that
Open(f ) = ∅ and f does not contain any errors, FLAT (f ) ∈
proj(D(M )).

SPCF with Contracts
5.4

To support contracts in SPCF, we add one new form:
(contract M1 M2 ). The first argument is the contract and
the second is the value that is monitored. The typing rule:

Flat Contracts for Higher-Order Values

Consider the term λf : o →o. (f 0). By lemma 2 we
know that FLAT (λf. (f 0)) is λf. λx. if0 (f 0) ce (f x) in
D((N ⇒ N) ⇒ (N ⇒ N)). Figure 4 shows the corresponding tree. The longest path in the tree represents the
situation when the function with the contract is applied to
an integer other than 0. This path, however, contains the
results of applying the original function to 0. Thus, if the
original function signals an error for 0 but does not for some

Γ ` M1 : t →t
M2 : t
Γ ` (contract M1 M2 ) : t
guarantees that the value and the contract match. Semantically, contract applies its first argument to its second.
The key theorem on contracts relates programs to their
counterparts where the contracts have been erased.
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of type o →o should perhaps map odd numbers to prime
numbers only. Semantically speaking, we need a function
that consumes two error projections and combines them into
a new error projection for the matching function type.

<<?,2>,2>

<<?,2>,1>

Definition 11 (HO)
<<?,2>.<0,2>,1>

ce

<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.0,1>,1>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.0,1>.<?.n+1,2>,1>

<<?,1>,2>

HO

<<n+1,2>,2>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.0,1>.<?.0,2>,1>

ce

<<?,1>.<?.i+1,1>,2>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.i+1,1>,1>

<<?,2>.<n+1,2>,1>

: (D(C ti ) → D(C ti ))
→ (D(C to ) → D(C to ))
→ D(C ti ⇒ C to ) → D(C ti ⇒ C to )

HO i,o
(f )

=
r∈f

<<?,1>.<?.0,1>,2>

i(||π1⇒ (r)||) = ||π1⇒ (r)||
o(PC(π2⇒ (r))) = PC(π2⇒ (r))



∪ 

r.hqi , 1i ∈f
qi .di ∈ ResI 
r.hqi , 1i





.hqi .di , 1i
||π1⇒ (r.hqi , 1i)||
qi .ce ∈ i
.ce
∪{qi .di }






o(PC(π2⇒ (r))) = PC(π2⇒ (r))
∪ 


 q.ce q.hdo , 2i ∈ f
π2⇒ (q).ce ∈ o(PC(π2⇒ (q).do ))


i(||π1⇒ (q)||) = ||π1⇒ (q)||

<<n+1,2>,2>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.i+1,1>.<j,2>,1>

<<j,2>,2>

Figure 4. λf. λx. if0 (f 0) ce (f x)

where i and o are error projections on the domain and
range, r ∈ ResC ti ⇒C to , q ∈ QueC ti ⇒C to , qi ∈ QueC ti ,
di is a datum in C ti , and do is a datum in C to .

other input value, the contract function signals the error and
therefore isn’t an error projection. Concretely,
((contract (λf. λx. if0 (f 0) ce (f x))
(λx. if0 x e 33))
1)

In general, catch explores the first-order properties of
functions. We refrain from exploring this direction in depth,
because it is too closely tied with SPCF’s mechanisms of
exploring first-class objects.

The function HOi,o uses i and o to process each path
in its argument. The processing proceeds according to
three cases. Recall that ||π1⇒ (r)|| is the finite element that
the path r inspects before producing its output, and that
PC(π2⇒ (r)) is the prefix-closure of the finite element that f
produces when the input is approximated by ||π1⇒ (r)||. The
first case deals with paths for which neither i nor o change
anything. This means that the function (on that path) keeps
its promises and that the input cannot violate its contract.
This first situation corresponds to those portions of the constrained function that satisfy both parts of the contract.
The second case deals with paths for which i signals
a contract error for the finite portion of the input that the
constrained function inspects. Specifically if the function
queries the argument with qi , and there is some datum di
such that i would insert a contract error when confronted
with the path qi .di , then the function’s original path is replaced by a path that signals the contract error.3 The third
case projects out paths for which o is not the identity. It
corresponds to a violation of the range contract.

5.5

Lemma 5

is the error e but erasing the contract leaves us with
((λx. if0 x e 33) 1)
which yields 33. More generally, a predicate on a higherorder domain may not apply its argument if we wish to construct contracts from it.
In Seq, however, predicates can explore functions without applying them. For example, a predicate can test
whether a function from N to N is strict. In SPCF, this action corresponds to applying catch to the function. Indeed,
testing whether a function probes its argument is a good
predicate and yields a contract when supplied to FLAT.
Proposition 4

t

FLAT (catch

) is an error projection for all t.

Higher-Order Contracts

HO = [λi: ti

→ti . λo: to →to . λf. λx. o (f (i x))]

Even better, HOi,o always produces error projections
from error projections.

The idea behind the HO contract combinator is that programmers should be able to restrict the inputs and the outputs of their functions separately. For example, a function

3 It

7

is acceptable if the output projection also cuts its path.

Proposition 6 For any i ∈ proj(D(I)) and o
proj(D(O)), HOi,o ∈ proj(D(I ⇒ O)).

5.6

∈

(FLAT λx.1 ) acts as the identity function and (FLAT λx.0 )
rejects all values.
Figure 8 (in the appendix) displays the corresponding
domain element. The longest paths in the tree have this
shape:

Higher-Order Dependent Contracts

Restricting the behavior of a function is not just a matter
of restricting its inputs and its outputs separately. Programmers often have a cheap test whether a function produced
a reasonable output for some input and need to express this
with a function contract. For example, in SPCF (with additional numerics), we can capture sqrt’s behavior like this:

hh?, 2i, 2i.hhh?, 2i, 1i, 2i
.hhh?, 2i.h?, 1i, 1i, 2i
.hhh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.0, 1i, 1i, 2i
.hhh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.0, 1i.hm + 1, 2i, 1i, 2i
.hh?, 1i, 2i
.hh?, 2i.hh?, 2i, 1i, 1i
.hh?, 2i.hh?, 2i, 1i.hh?, 2i.h?, 1i, 1i, 1i
.hh?, 2i
.hh?, 2i, 1i
.hh?, 2i.h?, 1i, 1i
.hh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.p + 1, 1i, 1i, 1i
.hhh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.p + 1, 1i, 1i, 2i
.hhh?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.p + 1, 1i.hq, 2i, 1i, 2i
.hh?, 2i.hh?, 2i, 1i.hh?, 2i.hq, 2i, 1i, 1i
.hh?, 2i.hh?, 2i, 1i.hh?, 2i.hq, 2i, 1i.hr, 2i, 1i
.hhr, 2i, 2i

(contract (HOD (FLAT (λi. i ≥ 0))
(λi. FLAT (λo. abs(o∗o − i ) ≤ 0.001)))
sqrt)
This contract states that sqrt only accepts numbers bigger
than zero and that the result is within 0.001 of the square
of the input. The HOD combinator creates this second part
of the contract with a function from the input to sqrt to a
contract for its result.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Definition 12 (HOD)
HOD

HOD i,o (f )(x)

Lemma 7
(f (i x))]

This path contains two queries of the input function: step (4)
in the path asks for its value at 0 (answered in step (5)) and
step (10) asks for its value at p+1 for some p ∈ N (answered
in step (11)). Since the context only queries the function at
p + 1, in step (9), this function is not a projection.
Practically put, if the post-condition for HOD explores
the argument to the function more than the function itself
does, then the antecedent of proposition 8 is guaranteed not
to hold. This suggests that we consider an alternative semantic combinator using HO as a template.
Figure 5 contains the alternative definition. It is similar
to HO, except that at each place where o is used in HO, HOD0
applies o to the finite portion of the input that f already
considered along each particular path. This eliminates the
above problem, yet still gives the output contract the ability
to inspect some portion of the input. Unfortunately, we do
not have a topological characterization of the class of contract generators that would enable us to state an analog of
proposition 8 for HOD0 .
Still, we can actually translate this idea into a practical
contract combinator. Since the finite elements in Seq are
enumerable, we can hand the contract generator the index
of the finite approximation that was explored instead of the
element itself. That is, a contract system could use firstorder representations of higher-order explorations and thus
avoid effectful computations in postconditions.

: (D(C ti ) → D(C ti ))
→ (D(C ti ) → D(C to ) → D(C to ))
→ D(C ti ⇒ C to ) → D(C ti ⇒ C to )
=

HOD = [λi: ti

HO i,o(x) (f )(x)

→ti . λo: ti →to →to . λf. λx. (o x)

To get error projections from HOD, we need to impose stringent constraints on the sub-contract generator that
checks the output.
Proposition 8 For i ∈ proj(D(I)) and o ∈ D(I) →
D(O) → D(O) such that for all x ∈ D(I), o(x) ∈
proj(D(O)):
HOD i,o

∈ proj(D(I ⇒ O)).

Unfortunately, this antecedent does not provide a useful
criteria for syntactic contracts. Consider this use of HOD:
(HOD (FLAT λx. 1)
(λf. if0 (f 0)
(FLAT λx. 0)
(FLAT λx. 1))) : (o →o) →(o →o)
All of the contracts constructed from FLAT are obviously
semantic contracts, because the predicates are total. Hence,
the input sub-contract satisfies the antecedent of the proposition. The output sub-contract, however, doesn’t. It explores what f produces when given 0 and produces one of
two contracts afterwards.
Simplifying the above expression by the equations of the
semantics, we have: λg. λf. λx. if0 (f 0) ce ((g f ) x), since

6

Expressiveness

Since Seq is fully abstract and since all of its computable elements, including infinite ones, are representable
8

HOD 0

: (D(C ti ) → D(C ti ))
→ (D(C ti ) → D(C to ) → D(C to ))
→ D(C ti ⇒ C to ) → D(C ti ⇒ C to )

HOD 0i,o (f )



r∈f

<<?,2>,2>

<<?,2>,1>

=

i(||π1⇒ (r)||) = ||π1⇒ (r)||
o(||π1⇒ (r)||)(PC(π2⇒ (r))) = PC(π2⇒ (r))

<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.n,1>,1>

∪

r.hqi , 1i ∈ f
qi .di ∈ ResI

 r.hqi , 1i
.hqi .di , 1i qi .ce ∈ i(||π1⇒ (r.hqi , 1i)|| ∪ {qi .di })


o(||π1⇒ (r)||)(PC(π2⇒ (r))) = PC(π2⇒ (r))
.ce
∪

 q.ce q.hdo , 2i ∈ f

π2⇒ (q).ce ∈ o(||π1⇒ (q)||)(PC(π2⇒ (q).do ))


i(||π1⇒ (q)||) = ||π1⇒ (q)||
Note: r ∈ ResC ti ⇒C to , q ∈ QueC ti ⇒C to , qi ∈ QuetCi , di is
a datum in C ti , and do is a datum in C to .
Figure 5.

<<?,2>.<n,2>,1>

HOD 0

ce

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.n,1>.<?.m,2>,1>
(where n != m)

ce

csid = λf. λx.
if0 (catch f )
(if0 (eq (f x) x)
(f x)
ce )
ce

<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.n,1>.<?.n,2>,1>

<<n,2>,2>

eq = Y (λeq. λx. λy.
if0 x y
(if0 y 1
(eq (sub1 x)
(sub1 y))))

Figure 6. The contract csid in D((N ⇒ N) ⇒
(N ⇒ N))
in SPCF [4, 14], we know that all semantic contracts are expressible in SPCF. The true question is, however, whether
our contract combinators can express all semantic contracts
without any additional help.

Two open problems remain. First, we would like to know
whether this set of combinators is complete (probably not).
Second, if it is not, we would like to find (pragmatic) extensions that make it complete.

Theorem 9 There exist error projections that are not expressible as a combination of HO, HOD, and FLAT.
The proof consists of two lemmas. First, we construct
an error projection (using SPCF) on o →o that explores its
function in an unusual manner. Specifically, take a look at
the definition of csid in figure 6. The function checks two
independent properties of it’s argument f : that f is strict and
that f ’s result is the same as its input.

7

Our original paper [9] on functional contracts specifies a
blame assignment system in addition to an operational semantics of contracts. The blame assignment system identifies the guilty party when a contract violation occurs. For
simplicity, it assumes that it takes exactly two parties to
agree to a contract: the producer of the value (function,
class, object) and the consumer of the value. Technically,
the producer is the expression that creates the value; the
consumer is the context of this expression.
To distinguish the two possible violations, we can think
of each semantic contract to be a composition of two projections. The first monitors the producer’s behavior; the second is responsible for the consumer.4 Adapting the combinators to this new definition is easy; see figure 7 for the
result. For flat contracts, the blame lies exclusively with the
producer. Hence, the second part of the composition is the
identity function. For higher-order contracts, the blame is

Lemma 10 The function csid is an error projection.
The second lemma shows that csid is not expressible
with the current set of combinators.
Lemma 11 The function csid (given in figure 6) is not in
the range of FLAT, HO, or HOD.
Extending the language with a new combinator, however,
is enough to express csid . The new combinator, AND, composes two projections:
Definition 13

AND f,g (x)

Blame and Future Work

= f (g(x))

Proposition 12 csid is
(AND (HOD (FLAT λx. 1)
(λa. FLAT (λb. (if0 (eq b a) 1 0))))
(FLAT (λf. (if0 (catch f ) 1 0))))

4 In a practical implementation, we also need to add an explanatory message to the respective errors, but we ignore this aspect for now.
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different insights into the area. Thus far, we have had the
chance to translate two such insights into practical results.
First, as soon as we noticed that our contract combinators
could not express mixtures of first-order and higher-order
properties (section 6), we checked whether our Scheme library might benefit from such contracts. Not surprisingly,
we found many opportunities. For example, Scheme’s map
accepts a function f and arbitrarily many lists l1 · · ·ln . Accordingly, f ’s arity must be n. If so, map applies f to each
row in the “matrix” of lists, returning a list of the results. If
we wish to restrict map so that, for example, the lists contain odd integers only, the contract for the restricted map
has two aspects: a first-order one, which ensures that the
arity of f is n, and a higher-order one, which ensures that
the functions consume and produce odd integers only.
Second, studying contracts as error projections also
pointed out a serious flaw in our previous representation
of contracts for Scheme. Specifically, we had distinct representations for first-order and higher-order contracts. As
a result, it was extremely difficult to add mixed contracts.
Worse, since the contract representation was not uniform,
it was nearly impossible to perform optimizations of contracts. This work on contracts as projections pointed out
that contracts are always projections (curried, if blame is
added as in section 7) and combinator-based combinations
of projections. Using this new representation, we improved
the performance substantially. For example, checking (HO
(FLAT λx. 1) (FLAT λx. 1)) is now 3 times faster than the
original system. Better still, adding contracts to our object system became possible; the old representation made
adding object contracts intractable.
In addition to these practical improvements, we are now
investigating a novel contract language for higher-order objects (closures, objects). This new contract system would
use memoization tables to keep track of those portions of an
object that a method explores. The contract system would
then use this table to conduct run-time checks rather than
the object itself. Clearly, this switch would enforce that
methods have no visible higher-order effects. The open
question is whether such a contract system is practical, and
to this end, we will need to conduct experiments.

(FLAT f ) =
(λx. λy1 · · ·λyn . if0 (f x) ce (x y1 · · ·yn )) ◦ λx. x
(HO (ap ◦ an) (bp ◦ bn)) =
λf. λx. bp (f (an x)) ◦ λf. λx. bn (f (ap x))
Figure 7. SPCF/c with Blame

reversed as the contracts is distributed to the domain of a
function. Accordingly, the first projection that the HO combinator produces checks the consumer’s aspects of the domain and the producer’s aspects of the range. Similarly, the
second projection checks the producer’s aspects of the domain and the consumer’s aspects of the range.
The reformulation of the combinators only serves to explicate the nature of blame; their meaning remains the same.
Proposition 13 FLAT and HO in figure 7 are identical to
FLAT and HO in section 5, respectively.
From that proposition, it follows that the propositions and
theorems from the preceding sections apply to this revised
contract system as well. In particular, it suffers from all the
shortcomings (lack of effect freedom, lack of expressiveness) that the blame-free system has.
The new understanding of contracts has, however, one
distinct advantage. It suggest a new ordering relation on
error projections. Instead of just comparing contracts with
contracts, we can now compare the positive and the negative
aspects of a contract with the positive and negative aspects
of another contract, respectively. The base comparison (per
aspect) is Scott’s [29] original ordering relation: ◦<. To distinguish the two related orderings, we call ours ◦<
<.
Definition 14 (◦< and ◦<
<)
a ◦<b if and only if a = a ◦ b
(ap ◦ an) ◦<<(bp ◦ bn) if and only if ap ◦<bp and bn ◦<an
Intuitively, a ◦<<b means that a places fewer restrictions
on the consumer and more restrictions on the producer of
a value than b .
Unlike Scott’s original relation, ◦<
< is contra-variant for
function arguments and co-variant for function results.
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Appendix
This appendix consists of figure 8 showing the denotation of λg. λf. λx. if0 (f 0) ce ((g f ) x), and the proofs of
the results stated in the main body of the paper.

<<?,2>,2>

<<<?,2>,1>,2>

A

Proofs

<<<?,2>.<0,2>,1>,2>

ce

Theorem 1 For any program M such that the denotation
of each first argument to contract is an error projection,
[M ] vce [Erase(M )].
Proof. By induction on the structure of M .
Lemma 2 FLAT = [λx : (t1 →· · ·tn ) →o. λy. λz1 . · · ·λzn .
if0 (x y) ce (y z1 · · ·zn ) ].
Proof. This proof is four straightforward calculations, one
for each case in the definition of FLAT. 
Proposition 3 For any f : D(N) → D(N) such that
Open(f ) = ∅ and f does not contain any errors, FLAT (f ) ∈
proj(D(M )).
Proof. The fact that FLATf is manifestly sequential follows
from an inspection of the definition of FLAT.
To prove that FLATf = FLATf ◦ FLATf , there are four
cases, based on the case distinction in the definition of FLAT.
The first case is obvious, as are the third and fourth. For the
second case, once we observe that f is manifestly sequential
(and thus errors are propagated), the proof goes through.
Thus, all uses of FLAT are all retracts.
Due to the constraints on f , we know that the third and
fourth cases of FLAT cannot occur unless they come from
the argument to FLATf and thus FLATf satisfies the third
condition to be an error projection. 
Proposition 4 FLAT(catcht ) is an error projection for
all t.
Proof. For shorthand, we use the name S for FLAT(catcht ).
We have

{hh?, 2i..., 2i.hhce, 2i..., 2i}



if hh?, 2i..., 2i.hh?, 1i, 2i..., 2i ∈ f
S(f ) =



f otherwise

<<<?,2>.<i+1,2>,1>,2>

<<?,2>,1>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>,1>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>
.<<?,2>
.<i+1,2>,1>,1>

<<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>,2>

<<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.0,1>,1>,2>

<<<?,2>
.<?,1>
.<?.0,1>
.<m+1,2>,1>,2>

<<?,2>
.<k,2>,1>

<<k,2>,2>

<<<?,2>
.<?,1>
.<?.0,1>
.<0,2>,1>,2>

<<?,1>,2>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>
.<<?,2><i+1,2>,1>
.<j,2>,1>

ce

<<?,2>
.<s,2>,1>

<<?,2>.<<?,2>,1>,1>

<<j,2>,2>

<<?,2>.<<?,2>,1>.<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>,1>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>
.<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>
.<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.0,1>,1>,1>

<<?,2>.<<?,2>,1>.<<?,2>.<m+1,2>,1>,1>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>
.<<?,2>.<m+1,2>,1>
.<n,2>,1>

<<n,2>,2>

<<s,2>,2>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>
.<<?,2>.<?,1>,1>
.<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.p+1,1>,1>,1>

<<<?,2>.<?,1>.<?.p+1,1>,1>,2>

<<<?,2>
.<?,1>
.<?.p+1,1>
.<q,2>,1>,2>

<<?,2>.<<?,2>,1>.<<?,2>.<q,2>,1>,1>

<<?,2>
.<<?,2>,1>
.<<?,2>
.<q,2>,1>
.<r,2>,1>

<<r,2>,2>

Figure
8.
The
tree
λg. λf. λx. if0 (f 0) ce ((g f ) x) in
D(((N ⇒ N) ⇒ N) ⇒ (N ⇒ N) ⇒ N)

This function is clearly manifestly sequential and also
clearly a retract. To show that it is an error projection, let f
be given and consider S(f ). If f falls into the second case
of S, then clearly S(f ) vce f .
If f falls into the first case, the only element of S(f ) is as
given above. Clearly, that element is an error approximation
to an element of f , by the condition for being in the first
case. Also, since the path given in the condition for the first
case is of length two, it is the shortest path in f and therefore
the only element of S(f ) is an error approximation of all
elements of f . 
Lemma 5 HO= [λi: ti →ti . λo: to →to . λf. λx. o (f (i x))]

for

Proof. By extensionality (theorem 6.12 [4]) and lemma 15.

Proposition 6 For any i ∈ proj(D(I)) and o ∈ proj(D(O)),
HO i,o ∈ proj(D(I ⇒ O)).
Proof. The definition of HO shows that it is manifestly sequential. Similarly, it also implies HOi,o (f ) vce f for any
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f ∈ D(I ⇒ O). The idempotency of HO follows from a
case analysis on the three cases in its definition. 
Lemma 7 HOD= [λi: ti →ti . λo: ti →to →to . λf. λx. (o x)
(f (i x))]
Proof. Follows from the definition of HOD and lemma 5. 
Proposition 8 For i ∈ proj(D(I)) and o ∈ D(I) →
D(O) → D(O) such that for all x ∈ D(I), o(x) ∈
proj(D(O)):
HOD i,o

∈ proj(D(I ⇒ O)).

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of proposition 6. 
Lemma 10 The function csid is an error projection.
Proof. Let f be in D(N) −→ D(N). The function csid
produces one of the following values for such an f :
{h?, 2i.ce}
{h?, 2i.h?, 1i}
∪ {h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n, 1i.ce |
h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n, 1i.hm, 2i ∈ f,
n 6= m}
∪ {h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n, 1i.hn, 2i |
h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n, 1i.hn, 2i ∈ f }

 if h?, 2i.hn, 2i ∈ f







otherwise








This follows from the denotation (see the top of figure 6) of
csid . Clearly, csid is a retract and, for all f , (csid f ) error
approximates f . 
Lemma 11 The function csid (given in figure 6) is not in
the range of FLAT, HO, or HOD.
Proof. To show that csid is not in the range of HOD,
first assume that it is. Thus, we can pick i, o such that
HODi,o = csid . We know that [(csid (λx. 3))] = {h?.2i.ce}.
Since [λx. 3] = {h?, 2i.h3, 2i}, HODi,o ({h?, 2i.h3, 2i}) =
{h?.2i.ce} and applying that to bottom gives {?.ce}. Since
ce does not appear in the argument to HODi,o , it must be introduced in either the second or third subset in the definition
of HO. It cannot have been introduced in the second subset,
since there are no paths of the form p.hq, 1i in HOD’s argument. Thus, we know that it comes from the third subset
and o({})({?.3}) = {?.ce}.
Now consider the element:

we know that i({?.3}) 6= ({?.3}). Since i is an error
projection, it must be the case that i({?.3}) = {?.ce}. But
that would also mean that HODi,o (f ) ? {?.3} = {?.ce},
which is a contradiction. Therefore csid is not in the range
of HOD. Since every function in the range of HO is also in
the range of HOD, csid is not in the range of HO. (A similar
argument to the above shows that csid is not in the range of
HOD 0 .)
To show that csid is not in the range of FLAT, first assume
that it is. Thus, we can pick p such that csid = λf. if0 (p f ) f
ce . For each natural number i, define fi : D(N) → D(N)

if x = {}
 {}
{?.x} if x = {?.n} and 0 < n ≤ i
fi (x) =

{}
if x = {?.n} and n > i
F
Define f = i fi and g : D(N) → D(N)

if x = {}
 {}
{?.1} if x = {?.0}
g(x) =

{?.n} if x = {?.n} and n 6= 0
We know that ([csid ] ? g) ? {?.0} = {?.ce} and thus [p] ?
g = {?.n + 1}. Also, we know that since ([csid ] ? fi ) ?
{?.i} v {?.i}, [p] ? fi = {?.0} for any i. But this leads to
a contradiction:
F
F
{?.0} = Fi {{?.0}}
by definition of
= i {[p]F? fi }
by above observation
= [p] ? ( i {fi }) by continuity of [p]
= [p ] ? f
by definition of f
v [p ] ? g
by monotonicity of [p] and f v g
= {?.n + 1}
by above observation
because {?.0} 6v {?.n + 1}. Therefore csid is not in the
range of FLAT. 
Theorem 12 csid is
(AND (HOD (FLAT λx. 1)
(λa. FLAT (λb. (if0 (eq b a) 1 0))))
(FLAT (λf. (if0 (catch f ) 1 0))))
Proof. The proof is a somewhat lengthy calculation involving standard equations of SPCF, lemmas 2 and 7 showing
HOD and FLAT ’s behavior, and these additional equations:

def

f = {h?, 2i.h?, 1i, h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.n, 1i.h3, 2i|n ∈ N}
= [λx. if0 x 3 3]

if0 swapping: (if (if0 a 1 0) b c) = (if0 a c b )
if0 factoring: (if0 (if0 a b c) d e) = (if0 a (if0 b d e) (if0
c d e))

We know that ((csid (λx. if0 x 3 3)) 3) = 3. Accordingly,
HOD i,o (f )({?.3}) = {?.3}.
Since o must be monotonic, we know that
o({?.3})({?.3}) must be {?.ce}. Considering the third set
in the definition of HO again, if h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.3, 1i.ce is an
element of HODi,o (f ), then HODi,o (f ) ? {?.3} = {?.ce}.
So, it must be the case that h?, 2i.h?, 1i.h?.3, 1i.ce is not
in HODi,o (f ) ? {?.3}. Since we have already established
o’s behavior for this element, in order to rule out that path,

if0 nesting: (if0 x y
D =
|
where
|
|
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D [(if0 x z w)]) = (if0 x y D [w])
(if0 D M M )
(if0 M D M )
(if0 M M D )
E

Lemma 15 For any x ∈ D(I), f ∈ D(I ⇒ O), i ∈
proj(D(I)), o ∈ proj(D(O)),
HO i,o (f ) ? x

Therefore, HOi,o (f ) ? x ⊆ o(f ? i(x)).
I Case ⊇. Assume r ∈ o(f ? i(x)).
I Case ⊇1. Assume that r ∈ f ? i(x) but r 6∈ o(f ? i(x)).
Then, there exists rl ∈ f ? i(x), qn ∈ QueO such that r @
rl, o(rl) = r, and r = qn.e. If rl ∈ ResO , let rs be rl.
Otherwise, since rl does end in an error, rl = qm.e for
some qm ∈ QueO . Since o is manifestly sequential and
rl 6∈ o(PC(rl)), we know that qn @ qm. Thus, there exists
rs ∈ ResO such that qn @ rs @ qm and rs ∈ f ? i(x).
From the definition of ?, choose p such that π2⇒ (p) =
rs, p ∈ f, p = q.hdo , 2i, and ||π1⇒ (p)|| v i(x). Assume
that ||π1⇒ (p)|| 6v x. By the definition of error projection,
there exists a q such that q.ce ∈ ||π1⇒ (p)||. But, π1⇒ (p)
for any p never contains an error, so ||π1⇒ (p)|| v x. Accordingly, ||π1⇒ (p)|| is in the range of i and ||π1⇒ (p)|| =
i(||π1⇒ (p)||). Thus, q.ce ∈ HOi,o (f ), from the second
case of the definition of HOi,o . Since ||π1⇒ (q.ce)|| v x,
π2⇒ (q).ce ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x Since r @ rs, we know that
r v π2⇒ (q).ce and thus r ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x.
I Case ⊇2. Assume that r ∈ f ? i(x) and r ∈ o(f ? i(x)).
Thus o(PC(r)) = PC(r).
I Case ⊇2a. Assume r ∈ ResO . That is, r does not end
in an error. From the definition of ?, we can pick p such
that π2⇒ (p) = r, ||π1⇒ (p)|| @ i(x), and p ∈ f . Since
||π1⇒ (p)|| has no error, we know that ||π1⇒ (p)|| @ x. Thus,
p ∈ HOi,o (f ). From the definition of ?, r ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x.
I Case ⊇2b. r = qn.e and r comes from the second set of the definition of ?. Choose p, q such that
||π1⇒ (p)|| ∪ {q.e} v i(x), π2⇒ (p) = r, and p.hq, 1i ∈ f .
If i(||π1⇒ (p)||) = ||π1⇒ (p)||, take p0 to be p and q 0 to be q.
Otherwise, we can construct p0 such that p0 .hq 0 , 1i @ p and
i(||π1⇒ (p0 )||) = ||π1⇒ (p) by trimming p to the first place
where i inserts an error in the first projection of p.
If ||π1⇒ (p0 )|| ∪ {q 0 .e} v x, then i(||π1⇒ (p0 )|| ∪
0
{q .e}) = ||π1⇒ (p0 )|| ∪ {q 0 .e} and p0 ∈ HOi,o (f ).
Thus r ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x.
If not, e = ce and
q 0 .ce ∈ i(PC(q 0 .d)) where d is some datum of I
and q 0 .d ∈ x. Accordingly, p0 .hq 0 , 1i.hq 0 .d0 , 1i.ce ∈
HO i,o (f ) and ||π1⇒ (p0 .hq 0 , 1i.hq 0 .d, 1i)|| @ x.
Thus,
π2⇒ (p.hq, 1i.hq.d, 1i).ce ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x and therefore r ∈
HO i,o (f ) ? x.
I Case ⊇2c. r = rn.e and comes from the third set in the
definition of ?. Pick p such that p.e ∈ f and ||π1⇒ (p)|| v
i(x). We know that ||π1⇒ (p)|| v x since ||π1⇒ (p)|| has no
errors. Thus, p.e ∈ HOi,o (f ) and r ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x.
Therefore, HOi,o (f ) ? x ⊇ o(f ? i(x)), concluding the
proof. 
Proposition 13 FLAT and HO in figure 7 are identical to
FLAT and HO in section 5, respectively.
Proof. For FLAT, this is obvious, and for HO a simple calculation, using only β, proves the result. 
Theorem 14 For all error projections p, p1 , and p2 such
that p1 ◦<<p2 ,

= o(f ? i(x))

Proof. Let r ∈ ResEO be given.
I Case ⊆. Assume r ∈ HOi,o (f ) ? x.
I Case ⊆1. Assume that r is the first subset of the definition
of ?. Pick p such that r = π2⇒ (p), r ∈ ResO , ||π1⇒ (p)|| v
x, and p ∈ HOi,o (f ). Since there are no errors in the
first subset of ?, there are no errors in r and we know
that p must come from the first subset of HOi,o (f ). Thus,
i(||π1⇒ (p)||) = ||π1⇒ (p)||, o(PC(π2⇒ (p))) = PC(π2⇒ (p)),
and p ∈ f . Since i is monotone, we know i(||π1⇒ (p)||) v
i(x) and thus ||π1⇒ (p)|| v i(x). Accordingly, by the definition of ?, p ∈ f ? i(x). Thus PC(π2⇒ (p)) v f ? i(x)
and by the monotonicity of o, o(PC(π2⇒ (p))) v o(f ?
i(x)). Finally, since o(PC(π2⇒ (p))) = PC(π2⇒ (p)) and
r ∈ PC(π2⇒ (p)), r ∈ o(f ? i(x)).
I Case ⊆2. Assume that r is in the second subset of the definition of ?. Pick p, q such that r = π2⇒ (p).e, ||π1⇒ (p)|| ∪
{q.e} v x, and p.hq, 1i ∈ HOi,o (f ). Since p.hq, 1i does
not end in an error, we know that it must come from the
first case of HOi,o (f ). Accordingly, i(||π1⇒ (p.hq, 1i)) =
||π1⇒ (p.hq, 1i)|| and o(PC(π2⇒ (p))) = PC(π2⇒ (p)). Since
i is manifestly sequential, i({q.e}) = {q.e}. Thus,
i(||π1⇒ (p)|| ∪ {q.e}) = ||π1⇒ (p)|| ∪ {q.e} and ||π1⇒ (p)|| ∪
{q.e} v i(x). Accordingly, π2⇒ (p).e ∈ f ? i(x). Since
o is monotonic, o(PC(π2⇒ (p).e)) v o(f ? i(x)). Since o
is manifestly sequential o(PC(π2⇒ (p).e)) = PC(π2⇒ (p).e)
and π2⇒ (p).e ∈ (f ? i(x)).
I Case ⊆3. Assume that r is in the third subset of the definition of ?. Choose p such that r = π2⇒ (p).e, p.e ∈ HOi,o (f ),
and ||π1⇒ (p)|| v x.
I Case ⊆3a. Assume that p.e comes from the first case
in the definition of HOi,o (f ). Thus, o(PC(π2⇒ (p.e))) =
PC(π2⇒ (p.e)) and i(||π1⇒ (p.e)||) = ||π1⇒ (p.e)||. As
before, ||π1⇒ (p.e)|| = i(||π1⇒ (p.e||) v i(x). Thus,
π2⇒ (p).e ∈ f ? i(x). Also as before, π2⇒ (p).e ∈
PC(π2⇒ (p).e = o(PC(π2⇒ (p.e))) v o(f ? i(x)).
I Case ⊆3b. Assume that p.e comes from the second
case in the definition of HOi,o (f ). Thus, e = ce, p =
r.hqi , di , 1i.ce, and i(||π1⇒ (r.hqi .di , 1i||) v i(x). Since
qi .ce ∈ ||π1⇒ (r.hqi .di , 1i)||, we know that qi .ce ∈ i(x).
According to the definition of ?, r ∈ f ? i(x). Thus, as in
the previous cases, r ∈ o(f ? i(x)).
I Case ⊆3c. Assume that p.e comes from the third case
in the definition of HOi,o (f ). Thus, e = ce. Pick q, do
such that q.hdo , 2i ∈ f, π2⇒ (q).ce ∈ o(PC(π2⇒ (q).do )),
and i(||π1⇒ (q)||) = ||π1⇒ (q)||. As in previous cases, by
the monotonicity of i, we know that ||π1⇒ (p.hdo , 2i)|| v
i(x). Thus, π2⇒ (p.hdo , 2i) ∈ f ? i(x). Since o is monotonic, o(PC(π2⇒ (p.hdo , 2i))) ∈ o(f ? i(x)). Thus, since
π2⇒ (p).ce ∈ o(PC(π2⇒ (p.hdo , 2i))), r ∈ o(f ? i(o)).
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(HO p2 p) ◦<<(HO p1 p) and (HO p p1 ) ◦<
<(HO p p2 ).
Proof. This is a slightly longer calculation than the previous
proof and relies on the idempotence of error projections, β,
and the fact that p1 ◦ p2 = p2 ◦ p1 when p1 and p2 are both
error projections that only signal the same error. Equipped
with these equations, however, the theorem follows directly
from the definitions. 
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